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Wide format UV inkjet

Let’s make some money!

Kevin Jenner

Business Manager – Europe

FUJIFILM Graphics - Wide Format Division
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What is wide format uv inkjet?
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What is wide format?
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How big is the market?
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Market dynamics of uv inkjet wide format

2001 20007 2014

20m2/hour

50 picolitre

800m2/hour

40 picolitre

300-725m2/hour

9-27 picolitre
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Why UV inkjet?

Productive

Low cost per copy

Wide range of materials

Instant drying

Economical

User friendly

Covers all your wide format work 

faster and cheaper
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Adding value and increasing margins
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1) Be creative
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2) Deliver solutions not just print
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3) Widen your offer
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4) Introduce new media
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5) Innovate!
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Time for something completely different
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High speed, low cost, high quality printing
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Connecting with customers
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Existing customers

What else can you sell them?

Bring them something new and exciting

Get involved with their jobs

- what’s the end use?

- What’s the message

- where will it be displayed?

- how will it be displayed?
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A new world of customers
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My dream job!
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http://www.promoteyourpub.co.uk/
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What if you did something like this?

- Find a niche – pubs, gardening, cycling, charity runs, florists etc

- Use a ‘web to print’ application

- Bring in new customers (keep separate from existing)

- Payment in advance

- Reduced handling costs per job

- Fill production downtime with additional work

- Find ‘international’ customers

- Low cost additional sales team

- Customers do more of the work for you

- Receive work 24/7

- Work with specialist printers to make 1 w2p shop
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Summary

Wide format inkjet is a maturing industry

The focus for printers should be on making a healthy business

1) Innovate and add value to increase margins

2) Today’s high end machines are a real alternative to offset

3) Use ‘web to print’ to find new customers

Find a reliable supplier with experience in all these areas


